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Add Scheduled Appointment Times for Attendees to Visit Your Booth 
Set up appointment slots for attendees to visit your booth for a 1-1 meeting with you! 

The Scheduled Appointments tool is a way for exhibitors to set up and manage appointments with attendees through 
the Exhibitor Dashboard. This tool allows exhibitors to post available appointment times to their Show To Go profile, and 
attendees can reserve these appointments while logged into their Show To Go planner accounts, allowing them to easily 
connect with exhibitors onsite. 

Utilizing the Scheduled Appointments tool will allow you to: 
- Control your appointment schedule. 
- Assign staff members to specific appointment times to allocate resources appropriately. 
- View overall meeting schedule to see onsite booth visits. 

1. Login to your Exhibitor Dashboard: https://restaurant23.exh.mapyourshow.com/6_0/login.cfm. 

 

2. Click into the Services for the Show tile then Appointments & Messages tile. 
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3. Create appointment times for attendees to book for 1-1 meetings with you in your booth during the Show. 
a. Attendee Scheduling: Let attendees know the times you’re available to meet with them. 
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4. Once setup, your available times will be posted in your Show To Go directory profile. Attendees can book a 
meeting time with you there. 

 

5. Set up Email Preferences for alerts when Attendees book a meeting slot. 
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6. Export your appointment schedule to excel with the Reporting tile. 

 

 

 
7. If you’ve purchased a silver or gold package you can use the Emails tile to keep track of emails attendees have 

sent to you. 
a. *Available if you’ve purchased a silver or gold package in the Upgrade to an Enhanced Exhibitor 

Directory Listing tile. 
b. If you don’t have this package, you will receive emails to the email you set up in step 5, Set Up Email 

Preferences. 
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